has defined the (^ 4-Jf)-orbit of an operator T acting on a Hubert space iF to be (^ + Jr)(Γ) = {R~ιTR: R invertible of the form unitary plus compact}. In this paper, we characterize the norm closure in £ §(%?) of such an orbit in three cases: firstly, when T is normal; secondly when T is compact; and thirdly, when T is the unilateral shift. Some consequences of these characterizations are also explored.
Introduction.
Let %f be a complex, separable, infinite dimensional Hubert space and denote by 3 §(%?) the set of bounded linear operators acting on %?. As usual, 3£{%?) will denote the unique twosided ideal of compact operators. There are many interesting ways of partitioning the set 38{%?) into equivalence classes. We mention two in particular.
Given T e 33{%T), we define the unitary orbit of T as W{T) = {U*TU: U e 33{%?) a unitary operator}. Then an operator A e %(T) if its action on %? is geometrically identical to that of T. Equivalently, one can think of A as T itself acting on an isomorphic copy of %r.
Another much studied class is the similarity orbit of T e 3S[^), namely S?{T) = {S~ιTS: S e 33{fT) an invertible operator}. This notion of equivalence ignores the geometry of the Hubert space, and concentrates on the underlying vector space structure.
In general, neither of these sets need be closed. This is in contrast to finite dimensional Hubert spaces, where %/(T) is always closed while S*(T) is closed if and only if T is similar to a normal matrix [Her 1, p. 14]. It is therefore interesting to describe the norm closure of these orbits, a program which for unitary orbits was undertaken by D. W. Hadwin [Had] , using a result of D. Voiculescu [Voi] , and for similarity orbits was done by C. Apostol, L. Fialkow, D. Herrero, and D. Voiculescu [AFHV] .
One can also turn one's attention to the Calkin algebra s/ffi) = £%(^)/J?(β?) and consider both unitary and similarity orbits there. Indeed, one of the major results along these lines is the classification 299 of the unitary orbits of normal elements of s/{β^) by L. Brown, R. G. Douglas and P. Fillmore [BDF] .
Denoting the canonical map from £ §(%') to $/{%*) by π, their theorem states that if N and M are in ^{β^) and are essentially normal, that is, if π(N) and π{M) are normal in $/(βf), then π(N) and π(M) are unitarily equivalent if and only if (i) σ(π(N)) = σ(π(M)) in sf{βT) and (ii) ind(>l/ -N) = ind(λl -M) for all λ e P S F (N) , where ind T = nul T -nul Γ* is the Fredholm index of an operator T e 3 §{^), and PSF(T) is the semi-Fredholm domain of T. More precisely, p s ψ(T) = {2 G C: ranΓ is closed and either nulΓ < oo or nulΓ* < oc}, and its complement is denoted by 0f re (Γ). We also let o t (T) denote σ(π(Γ)), the essential spectrum of T. (Note: here, nulΓ = dimkerΓ.) In this paper we propose to study the closure of an orbit which lies between the unitary and similarity orbits of an operator as defined above, and is related to the unitary orbit of elements of the Calkin algebra. In studying various classes of operators in the past (for example, biquasitriangular operators or the closure of the set of nilpotent operators), much profit has been gained by observing that these classes were invariant under the action of similarity transformations. From this, spectral invariants have been deduced which produced useful characterizations of these classes (cf. [Voi 2], [AFV] ).
It is our feeling that the (^ + ^)-orbits defined below may play a similar role when studying classes of operators closed under unitary plus compact transformations but not under general similarity transformations. The motivating example here is the class of quasidiagonal operators and certain of its subclasses. These classes behave very badly under similarity transformations (cf. [Her 3]). In fact, this orbit first made its appearance in [Her 2] in relation to a question concerning quasidiagonal operators. We define this orbit as follows.
First, for a Hubert space %f, let i$ί + &){&) = {R e ^{^): R is invertible in 3B{%?) and R is of the form unitary plus compact}. Then, for T e &{&), let 9 and the same obviously holds for their closures. In general these orbits need not coincide, although in finite dimensions, = S*(T) is clear, since all invertibles are of the form unitary plus compact.
We write T = u+k S if S e (& +&{T)), and note that = u + k is an equivalence relation on &{&)! Clearly 2T(Γ) c (W + X)(T) c S^(T)
In §3 we extend this to the case of compact operators, showing that 3^f for all T e JΓ^Γ). In this case, something even stronger is true, namely f(T) = (I + 3ί)(T) = {R~ιTR: R invertible in 3${%?), R of the form identity plus compact}.
In §2 we shall describe the closure of the {% + ^)-orbits of normal operators in 3B(%?). We shall show that with one other condition, the list of necessary conditions for membership in (^ + N G £&(%?) normal, as given in [Her 2, p. 481 ] is complete, and also constitutes a list of sufficient conditions.
We would like to thank the referee for several useful comments, and in particular, for pointing out a fatal flaw in our original proof of Theorem 2.13.
2. The normal case.
2.1. In restricting our attention to the case of normal operators, we can make a number of observations which simplify our task. For instance, if we begin with a normal operator N, then not only is i$ί + <3?){N) contained in the set of essentially normal operators, but in fact T e (%f + 3f)(N) implies T e (yr+3?)(jr) = {Ae 3g(%T): A of the form normal plus compact}. (This follows from the fact that the latter is norm-closed, by [BDF] .) Moreover, π(T) and π(N) must be unitarily equivalent in the Calkin algebra, and so again by [BDF] we can conclude that there exists an operator K e 3?(%?) and a unitary U e 3&(%?) such that T = U*NU + K. Our question then becomes: "How does one absorb the compact perturbation of U*NU into a similarity transform R~ιNR of N, where R itself is of the form unitary plus compact?" The answer lies in the following series of approximations to the main theorem. . We need only show, therefore, that N + Le Let P n be the orthogonal projection onto span{^/}" =1 . Then {F n = P n LP n }™ =ι is a sequence of finite rank operators satisfying lim^oo \\L -F n \\ = 0. Moreover, it is not hard to see that N + F n = N ®G n (= denotes unitary equivalence), where G n -P n NP n + F n . Let F w be the unitary such that N+F n = V*(N®G n )V n . By dropping down to a suitable subsequence, we may assume that σ(N ® G n ) = σ(ΛΓ + F rt ) C (σ(N)) x/n = {A G C: dist(λ, σ(7V)) < 1}. This simply uses the upper semicontinuity of the spectrum with respect to σ(N + L) = σ(N) and σ{N + F n ), n > 1.
Thus we can perturb G n by at most i to obtain a new matrix GJ, satisfying σ{G' n ) C σ(iV) (i.e. consider G^ in upper triangular form and simply shift the eigenvalues over). Then \\G f n -G rt || < iimplieslKiV + ^^-F ^ΘG'J^IKi and so
We can now use a technique similar to that found in [Her 2] to show that N® G f n e (%? + 3?)(N), which will clearly be sufficient. We may assume that G' n is upper triangular, say In what follows we shall be looking at upper triangular operator matrices whose strictly upper triangular parts are compact. One of the main tools we shall use is Rosenblum's Theorem, which we now state.
For our purpose, we shall also need the following observation: It is not hard to see that we can actually choose Ω to be an analytic Cauchy domain. Now suppose Z is a compact operator. Then it becomes evident from the definition of the integral on the right of the above equation as a limit of "Riemann sums" that τ~~^B(Z) must also be compact, as each approximating sum is. 
Proof. Induction. D 2.7. Along similar lines, we can also obtain some information for the case when the spectra of the diagonal elements of the operator matrix T are not disjoint. We note that Al-Musallam has independently obtained this result in his thesis [Al-M] , and that the proof there is. similar to the one below. We include it for completeness. PROPOSITION Thus by letting ε tend to 0 we get A®Be {%/ + 5f)(T).
If %?A is infinite dimensional, then as in [BD] we can obtain a tridiagonal representation of A with respect to a decomposition %f AΘ^Li %n where dim^ < oo for all n > 1, and moreover we are free to choose %f\ arbitrarily. Let 0 < ε < \j\fl and choose %?\ large enough so that \\Z -P(β?\)Z\\ < ε 3 , where P(<%\) is the orthogonal projection of ^ onto %f\. Then we may write As such,
< -ε + ε 3 < 8ε as ε 2 < -.
Letting ε tend to 0 yields the desired conclusion. D 2.8. REMARK. AS was the case in the previous Corollary 2.6, we can extend this result to an n x n operator matrix with compact strictly upper triangular part by induction.
For A E 3B{W), we denote by σ iso (A) the isolated points of σ(A). Then σ[ so (A) is a countable set which contains σ$(A) and which has no accumulation points outside of σ Q (A). Note that σ[ S0 (A) need not be closed in C. We also define σ acc (-4) to be the set of accumulation points of <J(A) . Then σ acc (A) is closed. If A is a semi-Fredholm operator (i.e. if 0 E p s ψ(A)), then we define the minimal index of A , denoted min. ind.(^4) to be the minimum of nulv4 and nul^4*.
By σ p (A) we shall denote the point spectrum (i.e., eigenvalues) of A and for Δ C C, Δ* = {λ: λ E Δ}. Following Apostol, we may define the regular points of p&{A) as 
Ph = PSF(A)\PI ¥ (A).
The set pl F (A) consists of a countable sequence with no accumulation points in p s γ(A). The reader is referred to [Her 1 ] for more information regarding these parts of the semi-Fredholm domain.
THEOREM. Let ^ be a Hubert space and N e &(<%*) be normal. Suppose Te (^+JΓ)(N). Then
REMARK. One can also combine conditions (iv) and (v) above to obtain the equivalent condition
then (λ-T)\J^(λ T) = 0, and dim^μ T) =
Proof. The necessity of conditions (i) and (ii) is easily verified. As for conditions (iii), (iv) and (v), we turn to the Similarity Theorem of [AFHV] .
Let R e 38{%?) and let p: sf(β?) -> &(β? p ) be a faithful unital representation. If μ is an isolated point of σ e (R), then the Riesz Decomposition Theorem implies that p(π(R)) is similar to μI + Q μ ® W μ , where Q μ is quasinilpotent and μ φ σ(W μ ). In [AFHV, p. 3] is defined the function k(λ, π(R)) with domain C as follows:
. is a nilpotent of order n, . oo otherwise.
Also defined is σ ne (i?) = {λ € C: 1 < k(λ; π(R)) < oo} .
The Similarity Theorem [AFHV, Thm. 9.2] shows that for X e to be in S^{R), it is necessary (though not sufficient) that
for all fe Now condition (b) is exactly condition (v). Meanwhile, since in our case π(Γ) = π(N), k(λ; π(T)) = k(λ; π(N)) for all λ e C and so it is easily seen that k(λ; π{T)) = 1 for all λ e σ iso (Γ) n σ e (T). But then (N) , and for all k > 1. The same holds true for N. Thus condition (a) above implies (in our case) that
Thus (A -T)\β?{λ T) = 0, which is condition (iv). It remains only to show that condition (iii) is necessary. The fact that T e {/V +3?){β?) implies that ind(Γ -
λ) k = 0 for all λ e Psΐ(T) = pψ[T) = p ¥ (N) = ρ sFnul(Γ -λ) k > nul(N -λ) k for all k > 1
and for all λ e ρ ¥ {T).
But nul(iV -λ) k = nnl(N -λ) for all k > 1 and λ e ρ v {T), and so we may in fact conclude that
which is condition (iii). This completes the proof. D 2.10. The main theorem-Theorem 2.14-below asserts that indeed, the five conditions above are also sufficient for membership in (^ + Jf)(N) and hence characterize this set. The difference between this theorem and Theorem 2.3 is, of course, that we now allow normal operators N which have isolated eigenvalues. As it turns out, those eigenvalues which are also isolated eigenvalues of T can be (relatively) easily handled using conditions (iii), (iv) and (v) above in combination with Corollary 2.6. The trouble begins when λ e σ iso (iV) but λ £ cri S0 (Γ), and this is perhaps best illustrated by the following example.
2.11. EXAMPLE. Let S denote the forward unilateral shift and B denote the bilateral shift. Let O\ denote the O operator acting upon a 1-dimensional Hubert space and Q denote an arbitrary-but fixedcompact, quasinilpotent operator acting on an infinite dimensional separable Hubert space.
Consider the normal operator N = B ® (Oι)(°°\ and the operator T = B θ Q. It follows immediately from condition (iv) of Theorem 2.9 that T £ W+~W)(N).
If we let R = S ® S* θ β, then σ(R) = {λ e C: \λ\ < 1}. In other words, we have "filled in the hole" of σ(N). It is not difficult to see that a simple application of the upper semicontinuity of the spectrum allows us to approximate (to within arbitrary ε > 0) Q by a finite rank nilpotent F = F(ε) so that F = F'θO} 00 ', F 1 acting on a finite dimensional space, σ{F r ) = {0} . By Theorem 2.3, S®S*®F' e (%S + 3f){B), while obviously (Oi)(°°> G R ε = SθS+ΘF'ΘJO^ e (f/ Since \\R -R ε \\ < ε and ε > 0 is arbitrary, R e {W We have used two main ideas here. First, we were able to "break up" Q into a finite dimensional piece whose spectrum lay in the hole of σ(N), and an infinite dimensional direct summand of R corresponding to the isolated point of σ e (R) which is not isolated in σ(R).
Secondly, we were able to "glue" that finite dimensional piece onto an essentially normal operator with non-zero minimum index inside the hole. While this may generate singular points in the semi-Fredholm domain of i?, Theorem 2.3 was nonetheless capable of handling these.
It will hopefully prove useful to keep the example of R and N in mind when reading Theorem 2.14. The general case is also complicated by the presence of elements of cro(N) which are not isolated in σ(T).
2.12. A key step is allowing us to deal with the "holes" of σ(N) which are "filled in" in σ(T) is the Lemma 2.13 below. This lemma is an adaptation to suit our specific needs of Lemma 5.1 of [HTW] . Two of the main ingredients in the proof are ApostoΓs triangular representation and the decomposition of certain multiplication operators on L 2 -spaces. [Apo 2 ] is a good reference for the former, while [HTW, §3] is a good reference for the latter. What follows is a (very) brief synopsis of the salient features involved.
In [ and Under this representation, T r (resp. Tf) is a triangular operator and all the components of its spectrum intersect the interior of
As for the multiplication operators, let Ω be a non-empty bounded open subset of C and let 31 (Ώ) denote the uniform closure of the rational functions with poles outside Ω. As mentioned in [HTW] , one can find an appropriate measure μ on <9(Ω) so that the opera- 
Proof. If we let Ω = τ\d(τ), then we can consider the normal operator M = M(dΩ) as above. Note that σ{M) = σ e (Af) = ΘΩ = d(τ), and that Ω = τ. To save on notation, we shall write The idea behind this lemma is perhaps obscured by its technical details. One may think of it as follows: if an operator T e (yV+Jf)^) has the same spectrum, essential spectrum, index and minimum index as our operator R = S Θ S* Θ Q of Example 2.11, then we can in fact find an invariant subspace for a small compact perturbation of T where this perturbation of T behaves like S@S*. The corresponding T ε then behaves like B@Q. Since Γ e («/Γ + X){&), so is T ε , and W is compact. Another small perturbation allows us to "pull out" the 0-direct summand and proceed as before.
THEOREM. Let %f be a Hubert space and N e 3&{%?) be normal Then

(^ + JΓ)(Λ0 = {Te 3B{2tr): T satisfies conditions (i), (ii), (iϋ),
(iv) and (v) of Theorem 2.9}.
In particular, the only difference in the spectra of N and of T is that σ(T) may have fewer holes, while the index of (T -λ) must equal 0 for all λ e p s γ(T) = PF(T) in these holes. Moreover, if {λ} e σ iso (T), then the compression of T to the corresponding eigenspace %?{λ\ T) is a scalar, and dim ^{λ T) = dim^(λ N).
Proof. The necessity of conditions (i), (ii), ... , (v) for membership in (%/ + 5P)(N) is precisely Theorem 2.9. We content ourselves now with showing their sufficiency. First we may assume without loss of generality as in Theorem 2.3 that N is a diagonal operator with all eigenvalues in σ e (N) repeated with infinite multiplicity ( [Brg] , [Sik] ).
Step One: The isolated points of σ(T). Let U/}^= 1 (0 < μ < oo) denote the countable set σi S0 (Γ), in decreasing order of distance to (Note that if cr iso (Γ) has infinite cardinality, then in fact
c(T)).) Now if λ e σ o (T), then by (iii) and (v), we find that dim^(A; T) = nul(N-λ). Morever, by (v), %*(λ\ T) = ker(Γ -A). Similarly, by (iv), if {A} c σ iso (Γ) (Ί σ e (Γ), then we find that {A} c σ e (7V) and %T{λ Γ) -ker(Γ -A).
Because of the countability of o ιso (T), we can choose e > 0 arbitrarily small yet subject to the condition that #((σ acc (Γ)) e ) nσϊ S0 (Γ) = 0. Having chosen such an ε > 0, let Ω ε = (σ acc (D)ε and let {Ai, A 2 , ... , A,j} be an enumeration of σ(T)\Ω ε .
If μ < oc, we choose ε > 0 small enough so that σ iso (Γ) n Ω ε = 0. We then note that Γ admits the representation '0 J where %[, ^2 ? . ? ^ , ^0 are so defined that φ^= 1 ^j coincides with 0) =1^( A 7 ; T) for 1 < fc < n and 0^= o^/ = %T. Then 7} = A Z 7, for 1 < / < n, where // is the identity operator acting on %[. Since T e {JV +3ί r ){J% ί? ), an easy computation now shows that each Tij 9 1 < / < n, 0 < j < n, above is compact. Moreover, by simple index considerations, we get back that not only is TQ essentially normal, but in fact, Γ o G {JV + ^Π(^o). Note in particular that dim^-7 = nul(N -A/), 1 < / < π and that A z £ σ(Γ 0 ), 1 < / < n . Now TV is normal and {A/}? =1 C (T iso (7V). Also, nul(7V -A/) = dimJ^i allows us to write N = (0" =1 A///)θ7Vo with respect to the decomposition SIT = (φf =1 ^)θ^ , where JV 0 -ΛΓ|(0? =1 X(A, TV)) 1 . Note that 7V 0 is normal with (τ acc (TV 0 But then \\T -N"\\ = \\T 0 -V 0 -ι N 0 V 0 \\ < Ίε. Since ε > be chosen arbitrarily small, we see that T it suffices to show that dist(Γ 0 , (^ + ^)(7V 0 )) < 7ε. We therefore proceed in this direction.
can (^+Jf)(iV). Thus
Step Two: σo(N)\σ iso (T). Essentially we have reduced the original problem to the case where λ G σ(T 0 ) implies dist(λ, σ aC c(7o)) < £• The spectrum of TQ looks like that of NQ , except that some of the holes (i.e., bounded components of P(NQ)) of σ(iVo) may be filled in. In much the same way that we dealt with σi S0 (Γ), we shall now deal with the points β £ GQ(N) which lie in a hole of σ(N), but which are not isolated in σ(T).
Let {βiY i=x (0 < v < oo) denote the countable set σo(N)\σi SO (T) = (NoίVisoC^b) in decreasing order of distance to tf aC c(No) Q ^e(^Vo) Let bi = mxl{No-βi) for / > 1. Then b\ < nul(Γ 0 -^/) by condition (iii), for / > 1 (it is not hard to see that we may indeed use Γ o and NQ here instead of T and N).
As before, because of the countability of σ"oCNb)\σϊso(^b) > w e c a n choose 0 < βi < ε such that d ((σ acc (N 0 where 1\ is the identity operator acting on a space Jίi of dimension bi, \<i<p.
Again, using the fact that T o e (yF+3?)(<%o), a simple matrix computation shows that T\ is essentially normal, while index considerations and [BDF] imply that T x e (Jf + 5t r ) (J?o) . In fact, a simple computation shows that σ(T\) = σ(Γ 0 ), σ e (T\) = σ e (7b), and nul(Γ! -β) = nul(Γ 0 -β) if β e PsF(Tι)\{βi} p i=ι . Since N o is normal and /?/ G CΓO(NO) for each 1 < / < p, we can also decompose iV 0 as iV 0 = (0f =1 βify®N\ with respect to the same decomposition ^g -(Θf=i ^/) Φ ^b The key reason for doing this is that βi φ. σ(N\) for 1 < / < p. In particular, if β e σ(N\), then either dist(β, cJacc(M)) = ^cc(N) < ε or β e σ G (N x ) = σ Q (N 0 ) and β is in some hole of σ(N\), but β is not isolated in σ (T\) . (This is the situation illustrated by Example 2.11.)
Step Three: Emptying the "Big Holes" of σ{T\). Since σ(T\) = σ(Γo), it also looks like σ(N\) with some of the holes filled in. Now σ{N\) is compact, and as such it can have at most countably many holes. By {τ ; }J =1 (1 < η < oc) we shall denote the holes of σ(N\) which lie in σ{T\). Again using the compactness of σ(Nχ), the sequence {t/}y =1 must be decreasing in the sense that given ε 2 > 0, there exists N = N(ε 2 ) > 0 such that {τ ; }] =Λ r +1 c (cr aC c(^i))£ 2 . Let us therefore fix 0 < ε 2 < ε/2 and find the appropriate N = N(ε 2 ). The holes {τj}f =ι we shall call "big", while {τj} η j=N+ι we shall think of as "small". (As usual, if η < oc, we choose ε 2 small enough so that N = η, i.e., all holes are "big".) Suppose min. ind.^ -a) = Kj for all λ G τ } Πp r s¥ (Tι), 1 < j < N. Let /c = X ^j κ ; , and let 0 < ε 3 < ε 2 /κ.
We can now apply Lemma 2.13 to T\, first setting τ (there) equal to x\ and ε (there) equal to ε^. We obtain a compact operator Λŝ uch that || AΊ || < ε^ and with N\(τ\) (resp. T[) playing the role of iV(τ) (resp. T e ). The_ point is that the nullity of (T[ -a) is one less than the nullity of (Γi -α) for all λeτ { Π p&(T{). If we reiterate this process on T[ (κ\ -1) more times using τ\, and then (KJ) more times using τ/, 2 < j < N, the result is a compact operator K 2 , with \\K 2 \\ < (Σ/Li ^y)^ < ε 2 , such that
where (i) each iV/(τ 7 ) is a compact perturbation of a normal operator; (ii) σ(Ni(τj)) = Tj , σ e (iV z (τ 7 )) = 9(τ 7 ) (iii) σ p (Λi (τ y )) = σp(JV, (τ;)) )* = τ, \0(τ, ), nulW(τ 7 ) -A) = nul(iV ; (τ 7 ) -A)* = 1 for all A e τj\d(τj)
Moreover, as T\ G {JV' +3f)(^), using (i) and still another matrix calculation of the same type as above, we find that each W^, 1 < i• < k, 0 < j < k, is compact and that Tι is essentially normal. As always, index considerations show that T 2 G (JV +J?) (JO) .
Conditions ( Let us now consider T 2 . We know σ e (Γ 2 ) = σ e (T x ) = σ e (Γ 0 ) = σ e (iV 0 ) = σ e (iVi). Since both T 2 and iVi are of the form normal plus compact, it follows from [BDF] that there exists a compact operator L\ e and a unitary operator U: JHQ -* Jo such that
where L = U*L\U e J?(Jίo). Now we adopt an approach similar to that of Theorem 2.3. Namely, we let {e/}^ be an orthonormal basis for Λίo with respect to which N\ is diagonal (recall that N\ is a direct summand of N, which we assumed was a diagonal normal operator). Let P m be the orthogonal projection onto span{β/}^j , m > 1. Then {i 7 ; = P/LP/}^ is a sequence of finite rank operators satisfying lim/^ \\L -F t \\ = 0. Now
Vij ϊm]
Θdiag{y, }/>",, and the upper semicontinuity of the spectrum ensures us that by choosing m large enough, we get
Clearly σ e (ΛΓi + i For 1 < j < N, τ] C a e (iV0. Thus ^ = α (®7 =1 iV'(τ,-)) Θ JV,, where N'(XJ) is a normal operator whose spectrum is the perfect set
*7
Moreover, since ω, e (σ a cc(^Vi))e 2 for / + 1 < / < r, we can find {di} r r\ e σaccί^o) satisfying (i) diφdj, \<iφj<r-t; (ii) |ί// -ω t+i \ <2ε 2 <ε, 1 < / <r -t; (iii) rf, ^ {βjY J=ι , 1 < / < r-t; and (iv) 4 £ (UjLi*;) 1 < * <r-ί-Since d t e a aC c(iVi) c σ e (iV,) for 1 < / < r-t, Nι = a di{ JVi. Thus
This is a simple application of Corollary 2.6, as dim^ < oo, 1 < and ||7o-Λ5||<7e. But as we saw at the end of Step One, this is indeed sufficient tα 3 prove our theorem. D 2.15. Let N e 38{&) be normal. Let W{π{N)) be the (necessarily closed) unitary orbit of π(N) in s/(^) (cf. [BDF] ). Let π-ι (&(π(N) 
)) = {T e &(JT): π(T) e %f(π(N))} be the lifting to of%f(π(N)). Since Γe(^ + J)(JV) implies T e S*(N) n , it is natural to ask whether or not {% + 3?){N) = .
The answer is yes.
COROLLARY. Let Ne^{β^) be a normal operator. Then
Proof. Again, (& + Jf)(ΛQ c ^7(iV)nπ-1 (^(π(7V))) is easily seen. As in Theorem 2.9, if T G ^(ΛΓ), then T must satisfy conditions (iii), (iv) and (v) of that theorem, and moreover, σ(N) C σ(T). If Γe π-H^WJV))), then we also have that σ e (T) = σ e {N), so that T satisfies (ii), and from [BDF] , we can also deduce that T € 
&){&), so that T satisfies (i). Thus T € {% + &)(N)
,
Proof. Clearly &(N) + &{&) c (^ + X){N) + %{&). But if T G {& + JΓ)(N), then π{T) G ^(π(iV))
, and so by [BDF] , T = U*NU+K for some unitary U and some compact operator K. (N) )), again by [BDF] , and since %{π{N)) is closed, so is π~ι (%'(π{N) )), as was to be shown. D
COROLLARY, (jr + X){βT) = (% + 5f)(yV(β?)), where is the set of normal operators on XT, and N G
Proof. Suppose T = N+K where N G JV{&) and K e 3?(^). As before, it suffices to consider the case where iV is diagonal with respect to an orthonormal basis {^/}~i for %?. Let P m be the orthogonal projection onto span{e/}^j. Let ε > 0. After submitting this paper for publication, we learnt that Al-Musallam has independently obtained a characterization of ( + ^){K) in the case of a compact operator K (cf. [Al-M]). The methods used and the characterization of (^ + 3ί)(K) given there are substantially different from those below, and are more along the lines of our Theorem 2.14. The development here is indeed much shorter, and actually identifies (& + JΓ)(K) with both (I + JT)(K) and ~P{K) • 3.1. LEMMA. Any compact operator K e 3P(%?) is the norm limit of finite rank operators F n which are invertible when restricted to the subspace Proof. Let F' n be a sequence of finite rank operators converging in norm to K. For each n one can find a μ n , 0 < μ n < 2~n, such that ^+μ«jP S upp(F / )' w here P supp^' ) is the orthogonal projection onto (^), has the desired property. Proof. Apostol [Apo] has shown that the result holds for the similarity orbit. In order for this latter operator to have the same essential norm as T for all such possible R, T 2X must be compact (or else we could scale R as we wished to increase the essential norm of the bottom right-hand corner). A similar calculation with R in the lower left-hand corner shows that T x2 must also be compact. The same argument also forces RT 22 -T n R to be compact for all Re&(%2,%[). ' Passing to the Calkin algebra we have
Putting R = I we have π(T 22 ) = π(T u ).
Thus π(T n ) is in the commutant of sf(%Ί) 9 so that π(T n ) = π(T 22 ) = λπ(I) for some λeC.
Lifting back to 38{%?) we have T is of the form scalar plus compact. D 4. Further comments. Having described the ^ + 3£ orbit of a normal operator, one would like to obtain similar results for essentially normal operators. In this direction we have the following results which describe the % + Jf orbit of the forward unilateral shift. 4.1. LEMMA. Let S be the forward unilateral shift and let λ be a complex number such that \λ\ < 1. Then XV © S e (%f + J?)(S), where V is the identity operator acting on a one-dimensional space.
Proof. As |Λ| < 1, J is an eigenvalue of multiplicity one for S*. Let Xo be an associated eigenvector. Then S has a matrix representation of the form Proof, The necessity of the restrictions on the A/ 's is immediate from spectral considerations. To see the necessity that the zth column of C21 not be in ran(S -A//), consider adjoints, that is, C* = 0 21 which is similar to £*. We are now concerned with whether or not the /th row of C\ x is perpendicular to ker(S* -I Z 7). Assume / = 1. Then ΓO An appropriate choice of the α, causes the entries below the first one to be zero. As C* is similar to S*, the kernel of C*-λ\I must be one dimensional and hence is just the span of the first basis element. Thus cx-υφQ. Thus, as ran(S -λ x l)= ker(S* -1\I) L , c x is not in the range of S -λ\I, where C\ is the /th column of C 2 \.
To demonstrate the sufficiency, first note that given λ\, ... , λ n satisfying the above conditions, Lemma 4.3 says that there is an operator of the form Proof. An arbitrarily small perturbation of C will get the /th column of C 2 \ out of range(S-Λ;/). Then by the lemma this perturbed operator is in (^ + Jf)(S). Hence C e (^ + ^)(5). Proof. That these conditions are necessary is easily verified. We now consider their sufficiency.
By [BDF] , if T satisfies the above conditions, then T = U*SU + L = U*(S+ULU*)U, where U is unitary and K=ULU* is compact. Thus it suffices to show that S + K e (%S + ^){S).
Let {e n }™ = ι be the standard orthonormal basis for %? with respect to which S is a shift, and let P n be the orthogonal projection onto span{^/}^= 1 . The sequence {S + P n KP n }™ =ι of operators converges to S + K. These operators are of the form By passing to a subsequence (if necessary) and by using the upper semicontinuity of the spectrum, we may perturb F n to get a new operator G n such that (i) HC-/^ll < I;
(ii) σ(G n )c{zeC: \z\ < l};and (iii) G n has no multiple eigenvalues. 
